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Abbreviations  
AEP Annual Exceedance Probability 

AHD Australian Height Datum 

ARI Average Recurrence Interval 

AR&R87 Australian Rainfall and Runoff (1987) 

AR&R16/19 Australian Rainfall and Runoff (2016 & 2019) Major Updates 

DEM Digital Elevation Model (a technique to define ground surface elevation data on a grid) 

DPIE NSW Department of Planning, Industry and Environment  

FLC Form Loss Co-efficient (i.e. structure hydraulic loss parameter) 

IEAust Institution of Engineers Australia 

IFD Intensity Frequency Distribution 

FRMS&P Floodplain Risk Management Study and Plan 

LiDAR/ALS Light Detection and Ranging (method used to collect ground surface elevation data using an 
aircraft) 

MHL Manly Hydraulic Laboratory 

OEH NSW Office of Environment and Heritage (Now part of DPIE) 

PMF Probable Maximum Flood 

PMP Probable Maximum Precipitation 

RCBC Reinforced Concrete Box Culvert 

RCP Reinforced Concrete Pipe 

RHDHV Royal HaskoningDHV 

1D One-dimensional (i.e. a flood model based on cross-section, pipe or structure information only) 

2D Two-dimensional (i.e. a flood model which is based on a full description of the ground terrain 
and is not restricted to cross-section data only) 

Glossary of Terms 

Annual exceedance 
probability (AEP) 

The chance of a flood of a given size (or larger) occurring in any one year, usually expressed as a 
percentage. For example, if a peak flood discharge of 500 m3/s has an AEP of 5%, it means that 
there is a 5% chance (i.e. a 1 in 20 chance) of a peak discharge of 500 m3/s (or larger) occurring 
in any one year. (see also average recurrence interval) 

Australian Height Datum 
(AHD) 

National survey datum corresponding approximately to mean sea level. 

Average recurrence interval 
(ARI) 

The long-term average number of years between the occurrence of a flood as big as (or larger 
than) the selected event. For example, floods with a discharge as great as (or greater than) the 
20yr ARI design flood will occur on average once every 20 years. ARI is another way of 
expressing the likelihood of occurrence of a flood event. (see also annual exceedance probability) 

Catchment The catchment at a particular point is the area of land that drains to that point. 

Design flood A hypothetical flood representing a specific likelihood of occurrence (for example the 100yr ARI or 
1% AEP flood). 

Development Existing or proposed works that may or may not impact upon flooding. Typical works are filling of 
land, and the construction of roads, floodways and buildings. 

Discharge  The rate of flow of water measured in terms of volume per unit time, for example, cubic metres per 
second (m3/s). Discharge is different from the speed or velocity of flow, which is a measure of how 
fast the water is moving. For example meters per second (m/s) 
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Flood Relatively high river or creek flows, which overtop the natural or artificial banks, and inundate 
floodplains and/or coastal inundation resulting from super elevated sea levels and/or waves 
overtopping coastline defences. 

Flood Behaviour The pattern / characteristics / nature of a flood. 

Flood fringe Land that may be affected by flooding but is not designated as floodway or flood storage 

Flood hazard The potential risk to life and limb and potential damage to property resulting from flooding. The 
degree of flood hazard varies with circumstances across the full range of floods. 

Flood level The height or elevation of floodwaters relative to a datum (typically the Australian Height Datum). 
Also referred to as “stage”. 

Flood liable land See flood prone land 

Flood plain  Land adjacent to a river or creek that is periodically inundated due to floods. The floodplain 
includes all land that is susceptible to inundation by the probable maximum flood (PMF) event. 

Flood plain management The co-ordinated management of activities that occur on the floodplain 

Flood plain risk management 
plan 

A document outlining a range of actions aimed at improving floodplain management. The plan is 
the principal means of managing the risks associated with the use of the floodplain. A floodplain 
risk management plan needs to be developed in accordance with the principles and guidelines 
contained in the NSW Floodplain Management Manual. The plan usually contains both written and 
diagrammatic information describing how particular areas of the floodplain are to be used and 
managed to achieve defined objectives 

Flood planning levels (FPL) Flood planning levels selected for planning purposes are derived from a combination of the 
adopted flood level plus freeboard, as determined in floodplain management studies and 
incorporated in floodplain risk management plans.  Selection should be based on an 
understanding of the full range of flood behaviour and the associated flood risk. It should 
also take into account the social, economic and ecological consequences associated with 
floods of different severities. Different FPLs may be appropriate for different categories of 
landuse and for different flood plans. The concept of FPLs supersedes the “standard flood 
event”. As FPLs do not necessarily extend to the limits of flood prone land, floodplain risk 
management plans may apply to flood prone land beyond that defined by the FPLs. 

Flood prone land Land susceptible to inundation by the probable maximum flood (PMF) event. Under the 
merit policy, the flood prone definition should not be seen as necessarily precluding 
development. Floodplain Risk Management Plans should encompass all flood prone land (i.e. 
the entire floodplain). 

Flood source The source of the floodwaters.   

Flood storage Floodplain area that is important for the temporary storage of floodwaters during a flood. 

Floodway A flow path (sometimes artificial) that carries significant volumes of floodwaters during a flood. 

Freeboard   A factor of safety usually expressed as  a height above the adopted flood level thus determining 
the flood planning level. Freeboard tends to compensate for factors such as wave action, 
localised hydraulic effects and uncertainties in the design flood levels. 

Geomorphology The study of the origin, characteristics and development of land forms 

Gauging (tidal and flood) Measurement of flows and water levels during tides or flood events. 

Historical flood A flood that has actually occurred 

Hydraulic The term given to the study of water flow in rivers, estuaries and coastal systems 

Hydrodynamic Pertaining to the movement of water 

Hydrograph A graph showing how a river or creek’s discharge changes with time. 

Hydrographic survey Survey of the bed levels of a waterway. 

Hydrologic Pertaining to rainfall-runoff processes in catchments 

Hydrology The term given to the  study  of  the  rainfall-runoff  process  in catchments. 

Isohyet Equal rainfall contour 

Morphological Pertaining to geomorphology 

Peak flood level, flow or 
velocity 

The maximum flood level, flow or velocity that occurs during a flood event. 
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Pluviometer A rainfall gauge capable of continuously measuring rainfall intensity 

Probable maximum flood 
(PMF) 

An extreme flood deemed to be the maximum flood likely to occur. 

Probability A statistical measure of the likely frequency or occurrence of flooding. 

Riparian The interface between land and waterway.  Literally means “along the river margins” 

Runoff The amount of rainfall from a catchment that actually ends up as flowing water in the river or 
creek. 

Stage See flood level 

Stage hydrograph A graph of water level over time 

Sub-critical Refers to flow in a channel that is relatively slow and deep 

Topography The shape of the surface features of land 

TUFLOW A hydraulic model that is used to simulate flood events. 

Velocity The speed at which the floodwaters are moving.  A flood velocity predicted by a 2D computer flood 
model is quoted as the depth averaged velocity, i.e. the average velocity throughout the depth of 
the water column. A flood velocity predicted by a 1D or quasi- 2D computer flood model is quoted 
as the depth and width averaged velocity, i.e. the average velocity across the whole river or creek 
section. 

Water level  See flood level 
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1  INTRODUCTION 

Royal HaskoningDHV (RHDHV) were engaged by WSP to undertake an updated Flood Impact 
Assessment (FIA) of the proposed upgrades to Hill Road near the M4.  
 
This project is similar to the previous FIAs conducted in 2019 and 2021 by RHDHV with the exception 
that the M4 West Bound off ramp has been removed from the design and the overlay pavement option 
for Hill Road is to be investigated. 
 
The proposed works (refer Figure 1-1) fall within the Haslams Creek and Haslams Creek Tributary 
(Arthur Branch Channel) catchment areas. 
 
Royal HaskoningDHV prepared the Haslams Creek Overland Flood Study for Cumberland Council 
(Council). The DRAFT Flood Study Report was delivered to Cumberland Council in May 2016, 
however due to the Council merger, Council staff resources have not been available to review the 
study, so the study is yet to be finalised. 
 

 
Figure 1-1: Location of Study Site showing extent of proposed works (in blue) 
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This document details a Flood Impact Assessment for the project and is presented as follows: 
 

• Section 2 reviews applicable policies and guidelines. 
• Section 3 provides a description of the existing catchment and proposed road upgrade. 
• Section 4 details the assessment methodology. 
• Section 5 discusses the assessment results, and flood impacts. 
• Section 6 presents recommendations and conclusions.  
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2  RELEVANT STUDIES, POLICY AND GUIDELINES 

This section provides an overview of relevant studies, Council, NSW Government and industry plans 
and guidelines that were considered when preparing this Flood Impact Assessment.   
 

2.1  Design Afflux Limitations  

The following afflux criteria have been taken from the WestConnex Stage 1a: M4 Widening - Flood 
Mitigation Strategy – SMEC 2015. These limits are considered likely applicable to this project given 
the Hill Road project was originally included in the M4 widening Project.  
 
Planning Ministers Conditions of Approval – Stage 1 M4 Widening – WestConnex 
 
Consideration of limiting flooding characteristics to the following levels: 
i) a maximum increase in inundation time of one hour in a 1 in 100 year ARI rainfall event; 
ii) a maximum increase of 10mm in inundation at properties where floor levels are currently exceeded 
in a 1 in 100 year ARI rainfall event; and 
iii) a maximum increase of 50mm in inundation at properties where floor levels would not be exceeded 
in a 1 in 100 year ARI rainfall event. 
 
Or else provide alternative flood mitigation solutions consistent with the intent of these limits. 
 

2.2  Relevant Flood Studies 

Haslams Creek Flood Study Update (2016) 

A revised flood study (including overland flow) was prepared by Royal HaskoningDHV on behalf of 
Auburn City Council (now part of Cumberland Council). A draft of the flood study report was issued to 
Council in May 2016. The study is yet to be adopted by Council, however, it provides the most 
accurate and up to date flood information for the subject site. Council has endorsed the use of the 
draft flood study for developments and works within the study area prior to finalisation of the Haslams 
Creek Flood Study. 
 
The draft flood study includes hydrologic modelling undertaken using the ILSAX/DRAINS hydrological 
modelling software for 505 sub-catchments. A hydraulic model was developed for the catchment using 
a combined 1D/2D approach in the TUFLOW modelling suite.  These models were well calibrated to 
the January 1996 event and verified against the three other events including the: February 1992, April 
1994 & September 1995 events recorded by Sydney Water level gauges during the 1990s.  
 
The design rainfall events that were modelled were the: 20%, 10%, 5%, 2%, and 1% Annual 
Exceedance Probability (AEP) design events and the Probable Maximum Precipitation (PMP). The 
temporal patterns for the design events were taken from Australian Rainfall and Runoff (AR&R) 
(Institute of Engineers Australia, 1987) and the Intensity-Frequency-Duration (IFD) data was taken 
from the Bureau of Meteorology’s (BoM) internet-based tool. The PMP estimates were derived 
according to the BoM guidelines, the Generalised Short Duration Method (BoM, 2003). 
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2.3  Other Relevant Guidelines 

Australian Rainfall and Runoff 

Australian Rainfall and Runoff (ARR87) (IEAust, 1987) is a document published by the Institution of 
Engineers, Australia.  This document has been prepared to provide designers with the best available 
information on design flood estimation and is widely accepted as a design guideline for all flood and 
stormwater related investigation and design in Australia.  

Australian Rainfall and Runoff is currently being revised as part of a federal government funded 
project.  The revision was completed sometime in 2016 after the draft Haslams Creek Flood Study 
had been completed. To ensure consistency with the draft Haslams Creek Flood Study the Hill Road 
Upgrade project will also use ARR87 project. 
 
NSW Floodplain Development Manual 

The NSW Floodplain Development Manual is a document published in 2005 by the New South Wales 
State Government.  The document details Flood Prone Land Policy which has the primary objective 
of reducing the impact of flooding and flood liability on individual owners and occupiers of flood prone 
property, and to reduce private and public losses resulting from floods.  At the same time, the policy 
recognises the benefits from occupation and development of flood prone land. 
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3  CATCHMENT DESCRIPTION AND PROPOSED 
DEVELOPMENT 

3.1  Catchment Description 

The catchment immediately upstream and adjacent to the proposed works is characterised by 
commercial allotments, urban roads, major highways and small areas of hard surfaces. 

The local topography is relatively flat with drainage slopes generally less than 5%. Drainage paths 
are mostly piped or constructed concrete open channels. 

The study site runs from the Pondage Link intersection with Hill Road adjacent to Sydney Olympic 
Park in the north to the Hill Road intersection with Parramatta Road on the southern side of the M4. 
It is bounded to the east and west by Birnie Avenue and John Street respectively. The proposed road 
upgrade is located between Parramatta Road and the existing M4 Westbound lanes and the Hill Road 
/ Fantail Street intersection. 

 

3.2  Proposed Development 

Project Overview 

Transport for NSW (TfNSW) is seeking to undertake a road upgrade of Hill road.  

The road upgrade (including overlay pavement design) footprint starts at the Hill Road/Parramatta 
road intersection east of the M4 and extends up to the Hill Road/Fantail Street intersection.  

The proposed overlay pavement design would involve an increase of the road base along this section 
by up to 30cm.   

The work is similar to the proposed design work assessed in the 2019 and 2020 FIAs and involves 
Hill Road upgrades including widening with additional traffic lanes and also the Hill Rd / John Ian Wing 
Parade (JIWP) intersection would be upgraded with a new arm to the eastern side connecting the 
new Carter Street Precinct. As mentioned in Section 1, the M4 west bound off ramp has now been 
removed from the design. 

Figure 1-1 presents the location of the proposed works. Detailed concept design drawings were 
provided by WSP.  
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4  ASSESSMENT METHODOLOGY 

4.1  Objectives 

The following section outlines the process undertaken within the project: 
 

1. Review and update of existing TUFLOW model used for the 2019 and 2021 FIA (hydrology 
review and update, review and incorporation of new Digital Elevation Model (DEM) data and 
Hill Rd overlay pavement design drawings into the model). 
  

2. Flood modelling and preparation of maps showing flood behaviour for the Hill Rd upgrade for 
design floods with AEP’s of 20%, 10%, 5%, 1%, 0.5% and 0.2%, as well as the Probable 
Maximum Flood (PMF). 
 

3. Assessment of the potential impact of the Hill Rd upgrade on flood behaviour for the design 
flood events mentioned above, including proposed points of discharge. 

 
4. Assessment of the impact of partial pipe blockage would have on flood behaviour under those 

conditions. 
 

5. Assessment of the impact future climate change would have on flood behaviour under those 
conditions. 

 

4.2  Outline Methodology 

The existing 2019 M4 FIA model was reused for this assessment. The DEM of the existing model was 
updated with new available design drawings provided by WSP representing Fantail Street located 
North of the Hill Rd / JIWP intersection. This data was not available at time of completion of the 2019 
and early 2021 FIAs. 
 
The existing 2019 M4 flood impact assessment model uses a more recent TUFLOW GPU (2018) 
version than the original Haslam’s creek flood study model. This increases accuracy and reduces 
model run times. 
 
Forming the baseline event for the Hill Road upgrade FIA, the updated model was rerun for the 20%, 
10%, 5%, 1%, 0.5% and 0.2% AEP and PMF design events and the results were then used to 
represent existing conditions.  
 
The model was then updated to represent the proposed development conditions by inclusion of the 
proposed ground elevation changes (overlay pavement design layout for Hill Road), hydrology 
updates and drainage upgrades (refer Section 4.6 for details). Results for the proposed conditions 
were then extracted for the 20%, 10%, 5%, 1%, 0.5% and 0.2% AEP and PMF design events.  
 
Flood depth, as well as depth and level difference maps were then prepared for each of the above 
events as presented in the mapping Appendix. 
 
A blockage assessment was also undertaken as presented in Section 5.3 . An assessment of climate 
change impact was also made by running the 1% AEP with a 30% increase in rainfall, corresponding 
to the East Coast South Projections for the 2090 Intermediate Extreme Rainfall emissions scenario 
(refer to DRAFT RMS Technical Guide - Climate Change Adaptation for the Road Network for 
guidance). The impact of Sea Level Rise was assessed by running the 1% AEP with 0.4 and 0.9m of 
Sea Level Rise (SLR) as presented in Section 5.4 .  
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4.3  Available Data 

The following data was available for use in the assessment: 
 

• Hill Road Design Surface/Triangular Irregular Network (TIN) which includes the proposed 
design changes to Hill Road. 

• Additional Masterplan Design drawings including the design of the existing Fantail Road. 

• Hill Road Overlay Pavement Design TIN which includes the proposed design changes to Hill 
Road. 

• M4 Design TIN which includes changes made to the M4 since 2015 and to Hill Road and John 
Ian Wing Parade. 

• A 1D/2D hydrologic / hydraulic model development by RHDHV for the Haslams Creek Flood 
Study (2016).  The model includes the following assumptions and features: 

- Hydrologic inflow using the ILSAX/DRAINS hydrological modelling software for 505 
sub-catchments.  

- A hydraulic model was developed for the catchment using a combined 1D/2D approach 
in the TUFLOW modelling suite.   

- A 3m x 3m 2D model grid resolution. 
- Large 1D elements representing culverts, bridges and open channels have been 

defined and are dynamically linked to the 2D domain. 
- Pipe drainage elements (where information is available) are dynamically linked to the 

2D domain. 
- These models were calibrated to the January 1996 event and verified against the three 

other events including the: February 1992, April 1994 & September 1995 events 
recorded by Sydney Water level gauges during the 1990s.  

- For full details of the model please refer to the Draft Haslams Creek Flood Study report 
(Royal HaskoningDHV, 2016).  
 

4.4  Hydrologic / Hydraulic Modelling 

A review of the existing RHDHV Haslams Creek Flood Study (2016) hydrological model, including 
catchment delineation, catchment losses and parameterisation was undertaken. The topography 
(inclusion of Fantail Road) was updated to represent current catchment conditions. The model was 
then found appropriate for use in this study. Changes to sub-catchments delineation are presented in 
Section 4.7 . 
 
The following section describes the relevant details of the model setup and any modification made to 
the Haslams Creek TUFLOW model. 
 
The Haslams Creek flood study model was modified to allow for faster model run times. The 1D and 
2D components of the upper Haslams Creek catchment were turned off and instead a 1D inflow was 
added to Haslams Creek immediately downstream of the M4 bridge crossing. The 1D inflows for the 
Upper Haslams Creek catchment (upstream of the M4) were extracted from the DRAFT Haslams 
Creek Flood Study TUFLOW model results. 
 
Figure 4-1 indicates the drainage network of the Haslams Creek Flood Study model prior to 
modification for the Hill Rd upgrade FIA project. 
 
The drainage network in Figure 4-2 shows the adopted model setup. For full details of the TUFLOW 
model setup refer to the Draft Haslams Creek Flood Study report (Royal HaskoningDHV, 2016). 
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Figure 4-1: Haslams Creek Flood Study model drainage network 
              Legend:  green arrows – open channels 
  yellow arrows – pipes or circular culvert 

pink arrows – rectangular culverts 
orange dots – pit inlets 

 
 

Upper Haslams 
Creek Catchment 
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Figure 4-2: Hill Road upgrade FIA updated model drainage network 

Note: Details of the model changes to simulate the proposed conditions are described in Section 
4.6 . 

  

Upper Haslams 
Creek Catchment 

Upper Haslams Creek 
Catchment 1D inflow 
insertion point 

Proposed Hill Road 
drainage network 
upgrades 
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4.5  Details of Existing Conditions Scenario 

A number of model updates were used to provide improved definition of hydraulic processes in the 
vicinity of the study site. The refinements were undertaken to update the catchment wide Flood Study 
model, to include site specific detail required for the flood impact assessment. Details of these 
changes are outlined below.  

• The existing pipe network used the existing data from the Haslams Creek Flood Study model 
and was supplemented with information gathered from aerial photos and Google street view. 
Proposed pipe sizes in the same location as surveyed existing pipes were generally 
consistent. Where there were existing pits, but the pipe size was unknown, the pipe sizes from 
the proposed design were used for the existing pipe network. 

• The M4 Design TIN was utilised here as it includes changes made to the M4 since 2015. 
These changes had not occurred prior to completion of the Draft Haslams Creek Flood Study. 

• The road design along Fantail Street was extracted from the Road Design Masterplan 
provided by WSP, transformed into a TIN and then included in the existing DEM.  

 

4.6  Proposed Development Conditions Scenario 

Proposed development changes occur in three areas including:  

• The Hill Road intersection with John Ian Wing Parade; 
• The Hill Road Underpass;  
• On Hill Road between the Hill Road/Parramatta road intersection up to the Hill Road/Fantail 

Street intersection; 

Details of changes in each of these areas are provided in the following three sections. The ground 
elevation difference map is shown in Figure 4-4 and indicates the geometry changes proposed in the 
Hill Road works. 

 

4.6.1  Hill Road Intersection with John Ian Wing Parade 

A number of pipe network changes are proposed as part of the expansion of Hill Road. These include: 
 

• An increase in the number of pits in the kerb on the current southbound side of Hill Road 
between Carter Street and John Ian Wing Parade. 

• Modification of the number and location of pit entries within the existing parking area adjacent 
to the southbound lanes of Hill Road to the north of Carter Street. 

• Additional pits and pipes on the eastbound side of John Ian Wing Parade. 
• Additional pits and pipes on the southbound side of Hill Road between John Ian Wing Parade 

and the Old Hill Link road. 
• Additional pits and pipes on the eastern side of Hill Road at the proposed intersection between 

Hill Road and John Ian Wing Parade. 
 
The proposed drainage network was inserted into the TUFLOW model and the existing drainage 
model was adapted so there was no duplication of pipes in the combined model. 
 
Figure 4-3 indicates the location of the proposed pipe network, while the proposed changes to ground 
elevations are presented in Figure 4-4.  
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Figure 4-3: Difference in map showing proposed surface level changes 
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4.6.2  Hill Road M4 Underpass 

The proposed changes in the location of the Hill Road M4 underpass include: 

• A dedicated left turn lane on the southbound side of Parramatta Road. 
• A merge lane on Hill Road to allow space for traffic entering from the additional turn lane off 

Parramatta Road, 
• A shared path adjacent to the proposed turning and merge lanes from above, 
• Additional pits and pipes within Hill Road under the M4 which drain into the existing pipe 

network adjacent to the M4 eastbound off ramp. 

The existing surface level at the corner of Parramatta and Hill Roads has been reduced to make 
space for the proposed turn lane and shared path. This reduction in surface level continues through 
the M4 underpass to the northern side of the M4 underpass. 

Figure 4-3 indicates the location of the proposed pipe network, while the proposed changes to ground 
elevations are presented in Figure 4-4.  

 

4.6.3  Hill Road Overlay Pavement design upgrade 

The proposed design for the Hill Road upgrade was provided as a dwg file which was converted into 
a 3D TIN so it could be read into the TUFLOW model. 

Figure 4-3 indicates the location of the proposed pipe network, while the proposed changes to ground 
elevations are presented in Figure 4-4. 
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Figure 4-4: Difference map showing proposed surface level changes  

Figure 4-4 
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4.7  Resultant Changes to Hydrologic Sub-catchments 

The proposed changes to the drainage network and ground elevations produced a change to the sub-
catchment delineation (i.e. where water flows) as presented in Figure 4-5. Therefore, the existing 
catchment delineation and hydrology input data has been adapted to match the new model setup. 

   

Existing Scenario Catchment Breakup Proposed Scenario Catchment Breakup 

Figure 4-5: Existing and Proposed Scenario Sub-Catchment Delineation (black hatching shows the 
altered sub-catchments)  
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5  RESULTS ANALYSIS AND FLOOD IMPACTS 

This section discusses the flood model results. All results are for a storm duration of 90 minutes which 
was determined to be the critical duration (i.e. produces the maximum design flood levels) for the 1% 
AEP event for the study site. For the Probable Maximum Flood (PMF), a 60-minute storm duration 
was determined to be the critical duration.  
 

5.1  Modelled Hydrological Changes 

An assessment of the change in hydrology at the points of discharge was also required. The proposed 
road upgrades along Hill Road result in a very small increase in the impervious area for the Haslams 
Creek Catchment.  

Table 5-1 presents a comparison of the peak flows from the two major culverts which convey flows 
from the area near the proposed works (locations of outlets are presented in Figure 4-3). The results 
show that at the Arthur Branch channel there is a slight increase in peak flow this is due to the 
increased hydraulic connectivity between Hill Rd and Parramatta Road. The peak discharge from 
John Ian Wing Parade into Haslam Creek is slightly reduced for smaller storm events as ground 
elevation changes result in additional flood storage. 

Table 5-1: Comparison of peak pipe outflows from major culverts near proposed works 

Design Event Arthur Branch 
M4 Culvert – 

Proposed (m³/s) 

Arthur Branch 
M4 Culvert – 

Existing (m³/s) 

John Ian Wing 
Parade Culvert –
Proposed (m³/s) 

John Ian Wing 
Parade Culvert – 
Existing (m³/s) 

20% AEP 21.75 21.70 14.79 14.93 
10% AEP 23.38 23.31 15.82 15.72 
5% AEP 27.05 26.87 16.83 17.18 
1% AEP 33.36 32.66 18.63 18.57 
0.5% AEP 36.09 35.29 18.93 18.69 
0.2% AEP 41.76 40.91 19.42 19.13 
PMF 86.83 86.56 25.30 25.31 
 

Table 5-2 presents a comparison of the total hydrograph volumes for the catchments affected by the 
proposed works. Due to the relatively short duration of the critical storm events, the increase in total 
flow volume in the proposed scenario is primarily due to a smaller initial loss within impervious 
catchments. This results in smaller relative impacts between the existing and proposed scenarios as 
the AEP increases. It is considered that the proposed upgrade of Hill Road does not cause a 
significant change to catchment hydrology or hydrological processes.  
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Table 5-2: Total flow volume for catchments discharging within the area of proposed works.  

Design Event Existing (m³) Proposed (m³) Percentage 
Increase 

20% AEP (90min) 653.60 658.56 0.76% 
10% AEP (90min) 750.82 755.78 0.66% 
5% AEP (90min) 876.32 881.32 0.57% 
1% AEP (90min) 1179.61 1184.63 0.43% 
0.5% AEP (90min) 1263.68 1268.71 0.40% 
0.2% AEP (90min) 1444.51 1449.54 0.35% 
PMF (60min) 4984.12 4988.35 0.08% 

 

5.2  Modelled Flood Impacts 

The flooding impacts from the proposed Hill Road upgrade and Hill Road intersection upgrades can 
be broken into three distinct areas. These are: 

• The Hill Road intersection with John Ian Wing Parade; 
• The Hill Road Underpass; and  
• Parramatta Road. 

Peak water levels for the 20%, 10%, 5%, 1%, 0.5%, 0.2% and PMF flood events are shown in Table 
5-3 and discussed in the following sections. 

Figure 5-1 presents the locations for the peak water levels in Table 5-3. 

Impact maps shown in the mapping Appendix are now provided for both water level and water depth. 
These were calculated using ‘water level/depth in the proposed scenario’ minus ‘water level/depth in 
the existing scenario’ in order to show impacts of the proposed works on Hill Road. Therefore, a 
negative level/depth difference implies the proposed scenario has a lower water level/depth than 
existing and a positive level/depth difference implies the proposed scenario has a higher water 
level/depth than the existing scenario. Both water level impacts and water depth impacts have been 
provided due to the use of the overlay option which has increased the existing road layers by up to 
30cm in some areas. This has reduced flood storage in some areas which may have resulted in an 
increase in flood level, however the increased road elevation may have reduced the flood depth on 
the road surface.  

Peak depth and water level/depth difference maps for each of the 20%, 10%, 5%, 1%, 0.5%, 0.2% 
AEP and PMF flood events are shown in the mapping Appendix. 
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Figure 5-1: Water Level Result Locations 

Hill Road Upgrade FIA 
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Table 5-3: Flood Level Comparison (Design and Existing Conditions) 

Design Event 

Parramatta 
Road (near 

Arthur branch 
Culvert) 
(mAHD) 

Hill Road M4 
Underpass 

(mAHD) 

Hill Road at 
Intersection with 

John Ian Wing 
Parade (mAHD) 

20% AEP Proposed  3.344 4.241 now dry 
20% AEP Existing 3.301 4.318 2.648 
20% AEP Difference (m) 0.043 -0.077 now dry 
10% AEP Proposed 3.387 4.366 now dry 
10% AEP Existing 3.381 4.449 2.666 
10% AEP Difference (m) 0.006 -0.083 now dry 
5% AEP Proposed 3.568 4.556 2.701 
5% AEP Existing 3.564 4.606 2.688 
5% AEP Difference (m) 0.004 -0.112 0.033 
1% AEP Proposed 3.824 4.677 2.812 
1% AEP Existing 3.814 4.913 2.754 
1% AEP Difference (m) 0.010 -0.236 0.058 
0.5% AEP Proposed 3.926 4.724 2.890 
0.5% AEP Existing 3.915 5.002 2.777 
0.5% AEP Difference (m) 0.011 -0.278 0.113 
0.2% AEP Proposed 4.126 4.810 3.063 
0.2% AEP Existing 4.119 5.139 2.930 
0.2% AEP Difference (m) 0.007 -0.329 0.133 
PMF Proposed 6.494 6.485 4.168 
PMF Existing 6.475 6.445 4.223 
PMF Difference (m) 0.019 0.040 -0.055 

 

5.2.1  Hill Road intersection with John Ian Wing Parade 

Overall, the proposed road elevation changes of Hill Road and the geometry change to the eastern 
(southbound) side of Hill Road between Carter Street and the Old Hill Link road result in a reduction 
of flood depth along the main part of Hill Road. Its middle section is now flood free for most events 
due to the proposed road raising, while floodwaters now pond further east and west along Hill Road 
than they do with the existing geometry as water is forced off the main part of the road to the side of 
the road. A reduction in flood levels also occurs north of the Fantail Street - Hill Road Intersection. 
This is due the lowered topography and changes in the road layout between the eastern part of the 
John Ian Wing Parade/Hill Road intersection up to Fantail Street (see Figure 4-4) where floodwater 
can now escape further towards the South. 
 
The impact of the geometry change is partly mitigated by a far more extensive pit and pipe network 
which allows more water to enter the drainage system as well as the modified road elevation along 
Hill Road directly. Results presented in Table 5-3, indicate that the difference in flood levels is 
generally small (less than 6cm in the 1% AEP) between the proposed case and the existing case.  
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Flooding within this area of Hill Road is impacted by the tailwater in Haslams Creek during rainfall 
events larger than the 1% AEP. In events smaller than the 1% AEP, the increase in the number of pit 
entries from the proposed drainage network and the modified road elevation of Hill Road reduces 
ponding within the intersection of Hill Road and John Ian Wing Parade. 
 
The depth and level difference map for the 1% AEP 90min flood event shown in the mapping Appendix 
(Figure 15 and 16) indicate the relocation of flood waters due to the realignment and raising of Hill 
Road at the intersection with John Ian Wing Parade. The depth difference map indicates a general 
reduction in flood depths within John Ian Wing Parade and the northern approach of Hill Road. The 
Hill Road raising and realignment of the eastern side of Hill Road results in newly wet areas due to 
flood waters which were previously contained within the existing road reserve flowing to the edge of 
the proposed alignment. This results in a water level reduction and newly dry areas occurring within 
the main part of Hill Road. 
 
To the south of the intersection, the realignment of the southbound lanes and raising of Hill Road 
result in some newly wet areas where the proposed southbound lanes cut out an existing pad and 
building. Further to the south of Hill Road newly wet areas appear due to the raising main part of Hill 
Road. Depth differences are generally between 15cm and 20cm. 
 
The depth maps for the 1% AEP 90min flood event shown in the mapping Appendix (Figure 13–14) 
illustrate the movement of peak water depths away from the existing alignment of Hill Road and show 
that depths of greater than 70cm occur to the eastern side of the updated intersection. This is due to 
the removal of material for the upgraded intersection in the proposed design and the raised middle 
part of Hill Road. 
 
 
5.2.2  Hill Road Underpass  

The Hill Road underpass currently experiences peak flood depths in the 1% AEP 90 minute flood 
event up to 1.4m (refer to mapping Appendix – Figure 13–14). The proposed changes to Hill Road at 
this location include: 

• A dedicated left turn lane off Parramatta Road into Hill Road; 
• The addition of a shared path on the western side of Hill Road under the M4;  
• Additional pit and pipe infrastructure, and 
• Raising of Hill Road. 

The proposed design of the left turn lane and shared path would reduce the existing surface level on 
the northern side of the Parramatta Road intersection all the way up to the northern side of the M4 on 
Hill Road.  

The proposed drainage upgrades in this area reduce peak flood levels by 23 cm in the 1% AEP (refer 
above table and mapping Appendix - Figure 15 and 16). Changes to ground elevations result in some 
small newly flooded patches and also some areas that are no longer flooded. 

5.2.3  Parramatta Road 

Parramatta Road west of the Underpass experiences peak flood depths of up to 60 cm for both the 
existing and proposed scenarios in the 1%AEP. Impact of the geometry changes on Parramatta Road 
are very minor (there is a 10mm increase in peak water level) (refer to Figure 15 and 16 in the 
mapping Appendix). However, changes in surface elevation results in increased flood depths up to 
40cm occurring near the property at 99 Parramatta Road.  
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5.3  Impact of 50% Blockage 

In order to assess the impact of blockage the 1% AEP 90 minute model was run with a 50% blockage 
applied to both the existing and the proposed pipe network (as requested by Council). The peak water 
levels and depths for these two scenarios were then compared to determine their impact. 
 
The trend in peak water depths differences when comparing the proposed design with the existing for 
the 50% blockage scenario are generally consistent with the no blockage scenario (see Figure 16 
and 32 in the mapping Appendix).  
 
Table 5-4 presents a comparison of the peak water levels for the 1% AEP 90min 50% blockage 
scenario. 
 
Table 5-4: Flood Level Comparison for 50% blockage scenario (Design and Existing Conditions) 

Design Event Parramatta 
Road (near 

Arthur branch 
Culvert) 
(mAHD) 

Hill Road M4 
Underpass 

(mAHD) 

Hill Road at 
Intersection with 

John Ian Wing 
Parade (mAHD) 

1% AEP 50% blockage - 
Proposed 4.324 4.789 3.436 

1% AEP 50% blockage - 
Existing 4.294 5.187 3.376 

1% AEP 50% blockage 
- Difference 0.030 -0.398 0.06 

 
At the Hill Road intersection with John Ian Wing Parade (JIWP) the peak flood depths are slightly 
higher in the design scenario than the existing with increased water levels of 6cm. This occurs due to 
changes in the road levels which now allows runoff north of Fantail Road to drain south along Hill 
Road into the depression area surrounding the Hill Road/JIWP. Figure 32 shows that while flood levels 
in this area have increased, changes in road elevations mean that in most areas flood depths have 
actually reduced (by typically 10-20cm). At Hill Road M4 Underpass flood depths in the proposed 50% 
blockage case are up to 40 cm lower due to upgraded drainage infrastructure.  
 
On the Hill Road/JIWP intersection in the blockage scenario flood levels are nearly 0.6m higher than 
in the no blockage scenario.  
 
An increase in peak water level of up to 3cm occurs on Parramatta Road near the Arthur Branch 
culvert for the 50% blockage scenario in the design scenario. The enhanced drainage of the 
underpass in the proposed scenario results in increased flow volume in the Arthur Branch which with 
50% culvert blockage result in a tailwater that increases flood depth on Parramatta Road by 30mm.  
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5.4  Impact of Climate Change and Sea Level Rise 

Three additional events were run through the model to understand the potential impact of Climate 
Change and Sea Level Rise within the study area on the relative performance of the proposed road 
upgrade. The 1% AEP 90minute event was used as a baseline with the following changes: 
 

• The CC30 event modelled the potential increase in rainfall due to Climate Change by adding 
an extra 30% of rainfall over the standard 1% AEP 90minute event (refer to DRAFT RMS 
Technical Guide - Climate Change Adaptation for the Road Network for guidance), 
 

• The SLR0.4m event modelled a potential Sea Level Rise of 0.4m, this was done by increasing 
the Sea Level tailwater by 0.4m (as specified in OEH climate change guidelines, adopted 
during the Haslams Creek Flood Study); and 

 
• The SLR0.9m event modelled a potential Sea Level Rise of 0.9m, this was done by increasing 

the Sea Level tailwater by 0.9m (as specified in OEH climate change guidelines, adopted 
during the Haslams Creek Flood Study). 
 
 

A summary of the water level differences for the three events can be found in Table 5-5.  
 
Table 5-5: Flood Level Comparison for Climate Change and Sea Level Rise (Design and Existing 
Conditions) 

Design Event Parramatta Road 
(near Arthur 

branch Culvert) 
(mAHD) 

Hill Road 
M4 

Underpass 
(mAHD) 

Hill Road at 
Intersection with 

John Ian Wing 
Parade (mAHD) 

1% AEP CC30 - Proposed 4.193 4.846 3.174 

1% AEP CC30 - Existing 4.188 5.188 3.054 

1% AEP CC30 - Difference  0.005 -0.342 0.120 

1% AEP SLR 0.4m - Proposed 3.824 4.683 2.913 

1% AEP SLR 0.4m - Existing 3.814 4.896 2.813 

1% AEP SLR 0.4m - Difference  0.010 -0.213 0.100 

1% AEP SLR 0.9m - Proposed 3.824 4.680 3.067 

1% AEP SLR 0.9m - Existing 3.814 4.892 2.982 

1% AEP SLR 0.9m - Difference  0.010 -0.212 0.085 
 

In general, the peak flood depths for the Climate Change and Sea Level Rise flood events are 
consistent with the standard 1% AEP 90 minute flood event. The increased runoff in the (CC30 event) 
from north of Fantail Road results in increased flood levels around the Hill Road/JIWP intersection. In 
the SLR events the increased runoff from north of Fantail Road, combine with reduced discharge 
capacity under SLR conditions to increase flood levels in around the Hill Road/JIWP intersection.  
 
At the Hill Road M4 underpass increased drainage capacity reducing the impact of CC30 and SLR 
scenarios, while at Parramatta Road there is only up to 1cm impact.  
 
The water level and depth difference maps for the Climate Change +30%, Sea Level Rise +0.4m and 
Sea Level Rise +0.9m can be found in the mapping Appendix (Figures 34 - Figures 39).   
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5.5  Extreme Flood Behaviour for Evacuation Considerations 

The Probable Maximum Flood (PMF) event is considered the most extreme flood conditions that are 
physically possible. The PMF event was simulated in the model and depth maps for the existing and 
proposed scenario and water level/depths difference maps are presented in the mapping Appendix 
(Figures 25 - Figures 28). 

The water level/depth difference and depth maps indicate that flood levels along the Hill Road/JIWP 
intersection and the Underpass into Parramatta Road are generally lower for the proposed scenario.  
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6  RECOMMENDATIONS & CONCLUSIONS 

This report has presented results of the hydraulic modelling to determine the impact of proposed 
changes to Hill Road, Parramatta Road and John Ian Wing Parade.  

Impact of Proposed Development on Flood Behaviour 

The results of modelling indicate that the impacts of the proposed changes to the road geometry are 
generally confined to the areas of the proposed construction.  
 
While in general, the overlay option adopted for construction has increased the elevation of the road 
surface which has reduced flood depths on the roads. However, some changes to the road elevations 
now allow overland flow on the road surface to drain from north of Fantail Road south towards the 
sag point near the Hill Road/JIWP intersection. In the 1% AEP event this increases the flood depth 
by up to 6cm.  
 
In addition, the proposed works along Hill Road, Parramatta Road and the John Ian Wing Parade the 
water now drains to new low points adjacent to the areas of road raising. Those changes cause some 
newly wet areas due to flood waters which were previously contained within the existing road reserve 
flowing to the edge of the proposed alignment.  
 
While the upgraded pit and pipe network more effectively drains the proposed road alignment than 
the existing network during smaller flood events up to and including the 5% AEP, in its current 
configuration it is not able to reduce peak flood levels in the 1% AEP event in the Hill Road/JIWP 
intersection. 
 
As a result of this improved drainage, at the Hill Road underpass, the peak water depths under the 
M4 is reduced by up to 23cm in the 1% AEP event. 
 

Impact of Construction Activities on Flood Behaviour 

Impact of construction of the proposed works would be managed by using: 

• Appropriate sediment and erosion controls (as detailed in the construction environmental 
management plan (CEMP)).  

• To reduce any potential flood impacts during construction, any stockpiles should be outside 
the 1% AEP (100yr ARI) flood extent. Where this is not possible, stockpiles should not be 
placed in floodways and suitable erosion control is used. 

• If the site compound cannot be situated outside the 100yr ARI flood extent, any site building 
should be above flood planning level (100yr ARI = 0.5m freeboard) and a site management 
plan that can reduce flood losses to personnel and equipment is developed and followed.  

• Any works on existing drainage networks should be scheduled with consideration of rain / 
flash flood forecasts provided by the Bureau of Meteorology.  

• The duration of any drainage network disconnections should be minimised with suitable 
overland flow paths provided to minimise potential flood damages.  
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APPENDIX A – MAPPING COMPENDIUM 

A separate mapping compendium is provided containing the following maps: 

• Figure 1: 20% AEP 90min Max Depth Map – Proposed 

• Figure 2: 20% AEP 90min Max Depth Map – Existing 

• Figure 3: 20% AEP 90min Level Difference Map 

• Figure 4: 20% AEP 90min Depth Difference Map 

• Figure 5: 10% AEP 90min Max Depth Map - Proposed 

• Figure 6: 10% AEP 90min Max Depth Map - Existing 

• Figure 7: 10% AEP 90min Level Difference Map 

• Figure 8: 10% AEP 90min Depth Difference Map 

• Figure 9: 5% AEP 90min Max Depth Map - Proposed 

• Figure 10: 5% AEP 90min Max Depth Map - Existing 

• Figure 11: 5% AEP 90min Level Difference Map 

• Figure 12: 5% AEP 90min Depth Difference Map 

• Figure 13: 1% AEP 90min Max Depth Map - Proposed 

• Figure 14: 1% AEP 90min Max Depth Map - Existing 

• Figure 15: 1% AEP 90min Level Difference Map 

• Figure 16: 1% AEP 90min Depth Difference Map 

• Figure 17: 0.5% AEP 90min Max Depth Map - Proposed 

• Figure 18: 0.5% AEP 90min Max Depth Map - Existing 

• Figure 19: 0.5% AEP 90min Level Difference Map 

• Figure 20: 0.5% AEP 90min Depth Difference Map 

• Figure 21: 0.2% AEP 90min Max Depth Map - Proposed 

• Figure 22: 0.2% AEP 90min Max Depth Map - Existing 

• Figure 23: 0.2% AEP 90min Level Difference Map 

• Figure 24: 0.2% AEP 90min Depth Difference Map 

• Figure 25: PMF Max Depth Map – Proposed 

• Figure 26: PMF Max Depth Map - Existing 

• Figure 27: PMF Level Difference Map 

• Figure 28: PMF Depth Difference Map 

• Figure 29: 1% AEP 90min 50% Blockage Max Depth Map - Proposed 

• Figure 30: 1% AEP 90min 50% Blockage Max Depth Map – Existing 

• Figure 31: 1% AEP 90min 50% Blockage Level Difference Map 

• Figure 32: 1% AEP 90min 50% Blockage Depth Difference Map 

• Figure 33: 1% AEP 90min 50% Blockage Impact Map 

• Figure 34: 1% AEP 90min Climate Change 30% Increase Level Difference Map 

• Figure 35: 1% AEP 90min Climate Change 30% Increase Depth Difference Map 

• Figure 36: 1% AEP 90min 0.4m Sea Level Rise Level Difference Map 

• Figure 37: 1% AEP 90min 0.4m Sea Level Rise Depth Difference Map 

• Figure 38: 1% AEP 90min 0.9m Sea Level Rise Level Difference Map 

• Figure 39: 1% AEP 90min 0.9m Sea Level Rise Level Difference Map 

• Figure 40: Design vs Existing Surface Level Difference Map 
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